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BACK ALLEY Series of Kits returns
Pine Canyon Scale Models is pleased to announce the re-launch of our Back Alley series of
kits, with new options for modelers.
Available now are these first four kits in the series:
 #403S – Back Alley 2 (Full Kit)
 #404S – Ultra Low Relief Back Alley 2
 #401S – Short Back Alley 2 (1 Building with 1 Dock)
 #402S – Short Back Alley 2 (2 Buildings with 2 Docks)
The Back Alley series is designed to support the compression of real life scenes that is often
required on a model railroad layout. Many layouts do not have the space available or the
need to include full size structures, especially when it comes to large structures. In the
Back Alley series, low relief is used to allow the inclusion of those structure aspects that
relate to railroad activity or are of importance to the scene being modeled. Back Alley series
kits will build a structure that is three sided (one side to a wall or make your own rear wall).
The Back Alley series is being fully re-designed to provide a variety of options to modelers.
In addition to the flexible configuration that was available in the kits previously, the new
Back Alley series kits will now also be available in a variety of sizes, enabling modelers to
use a kit appropriate to the space available and needs of the layout scene. And by
introducing different sizes of the Back Alley kits, Pine Canyon is also able to offer these kits
at a variety of price points.

Kit #403S – Back Alley 2 (Full Kit) (MSRP $125)
The photograph shows one configuration
of the full Back Alley kit (#403S). Back
Alley 2 is a reversible modular kit that
can be arranged in a variety of ways for
a factory or warehouse wall totaling over
29”. Designed for the space between the
backdrop and back track or another
location the modeler might prefer, the kit
needs a maximum 3” depth or 4½” if the
included loading docks are used.
The kit can be used as a false back either
by assembling without the side walls or
by flipping the side walls out to create a
longer facade.
(over)

Cast in high quality polyurethane resin, the kit also includes separate plastic windows,
styrene components, and numerous cast resin details such as roof turbines, roof vents,
drain collection boxes, barrels, electric meters, loading docks, trash barrels, and more.
Other photographs in this release show other possible variations of the Back Alley 2 full kit.

Kit #401S – Short Back Alley 2 (1 Building with 1 Dock) (MSRP $59)
This new kit offers the modeler a
smaller structure – the kit builds
the portion highlighted in the
orange box on the adjacent
photo. Requiring only 9¾” x 3”
(4½” with the loading dock), this
kit includes just one building with
side walls and one loading dock
plus separate plastic windows and
numerous detail parts.

Kit #402S – Short Back Alley 2 (2 Buildings with 2 Docks) (MSRP $79)
This kit builds a structure with
two of the buildings from the full
kit. It is 18½” long, and can be
built as shown or reversed. Two
building panels and side walls,
two loading docks and roof parts
are included along with separate
plastic windows and a variety of
detail parts.

Kit #404S – Ultra Low Relief Back Alley 2 (MSRP $99)
For those scenes where
either a full depth Back
Alley 2 won’t fit or it is not
required, Pine Canyon
offers Kit #404S – it’s the
full Back Alley 2 kit without
the side walls, roof parts
and roof details. Requiring
a depth of only 1”, or 2½”
with the included loading
docks, the kit also includes
separate plastic windows and the details as shown.
Limited Time Bonus: As a limited time added bonus, in kit #404S, we have included the
roof parts and some additional roof details in the event modelers want to use this kit as an
extension kit to one of our other Back Alley 2 series kits.

